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The flow of traffic composed of vehicles that are equipped with adaptive cruise control(ACC) is studied
using simulations. The ACC vehicles are modeled by a linear dynamical equation that has string stability. In
platoons of all ACC vehicles, perturbations due to changes in the lead vehicle’s velocity do not cause jams.
Simulations of merging flows near an onramp show that if the total incoming rate does not exceed the capacity
of the single outgoing lane, free flow is maintained. With larger incoming flows, a state closely related to the
synchronized flow phase found in manually driven vehicular traffic has been observed. This state, however,
should not be considered congested because the flow is maximal for the density. Traffic composed of random
sequences of ACC vehicles and manual vehicles has also been studied. At high speedss,30 m/sd jamming
occurs for concentrations of ACC vehicles of 10% or less. At 20% no jams are formed. The formation of jams
is sensitive to the sequence of vehicles(ACC or manual). At lower speedss,15 m/sd, no critical concentration
for complete jam suppression is found. Rather, the average velocity in the pseudojam region increases with
increasing ACC concentration. Mixing 50% ACC vehicles randomly with manually driven vehicles on the
primary lane in onramp simulations shows only modestly reduced travel times and larger flow rates.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Most of the literature on traffic theory, even the modern
literature, has focused on describing manually driven ve-
hicles [1–18]. However, reports on vehicles with adaptive
cruise control(ACC) are now appearing in anticipation of
the widespread use of such driver assistance systems
[19–25]. In an ACC vehicle the delay due to driver reaction
time is eliminated and a control system attempts to keep the
vehicle at the desired headway to the preceding vehicle.
Through the use of radar(or other signaling means) and sen-
sors, the range and rate of change of range can be measured
accurately and essentially instantaneously. The principal ele-
ment of the control algorithm is the headway policy. In the
present work, the “constant-headway time” policy is chosen
because of its known stability[23]. The scientific questions
posed by the introduction of ACC systems are:(1) What
traffic phases can one expect in an all-ACC scenario?(2) In
mixed traffic consisting of both ACC and manual vehicles, to
what extent(if at all) can congestion be reduced by increas-
ing the fraction of ACC vehicles? Of course traffic engineers
are interested in the benefits, such as possible reduced travel
times, and the impact on safety of extensive use of driver-
assistance systems.

There are now several papers making use of simulations
to study the effects of ACC vehicles. So far the results appear
to be mixed—some benefits and some disadvantages. In
small-scale simulations, Kikuchi, Uno, and Tanaka[24]
found that ACC vehicles “can shorten the process of achiev-
ing stability.” Likewise, Kerner[22] found that ACC vehicles
suppress wide moving jams and thus promote stability. On
the downside, however, he also found that in some cases
ACC vehicles could induce congestion at bottlenecks. In de-

tailed simulations of a section of the German autobahn A8-
East, Treiber and Helbing[21] reported that if 20% of ve-
hicles were equipped with ACC, nearly all of the congestion
was eliminated. Even for only 10%, they found that the ad-
ditional travel time due to traffic jams was reduced by more
than 80%. Bose and Ioannou[25] showed that for mixed
traffic, where semiautomated vehicles have a higher flow rate
at a given density than manually driven vehicles, the flow-
density curve should fall between the curves for all semiau-
tomated and all manual. In their calculations, for equal mix-
tures of semiautomatic and manual vehicles, only marginal
travel time reductions(at best) were noted. Although in stop-
and-go traffic the delay at standstill was found to be lower
than for all manually driven vehicles.

From the scientific perspective, the dynamics of ACC ve-
hicles differ from those of manual vehicles, which are for the
present purposes described by the three-phase model of traf-
fic due to Kerner and collaborators[3,4,8]. This theory pos-
tulates that equilibrium states occupy a region of the two-
dimensional flow-density space. Many other traffic models
have assumed that in equilibrium there is a unique relation-
ship on average between vehicle velocityn and headwayh,

n = fshd. s1d

In flow-density space these solutions lie on the curve(the
fundamental diagram) given by

qsrd = rfshd, s2ad

r = 1/h. s2bd

It is expected that ACC systems will have these characteris-
tics. On the other hand, in the three-phase model of manually
driven vehicles there are equilibrium solutions of the form

nnstd = fshd,*Email: ldavis7@peoplepc.com
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Dxnstd ù h s3d

for the nth vehicle. Even though every vehicle may travel at
the same velocity, the headway to the preceding vehicle
Dxnstd can be any value greater thanh within limits. The
flow is

q = r̄fshd, s4d

where the average density is

r̄ =
1

kDxnl
ø

1

h
. s5d

The symbolkDxnl stands for the average headway. These
solutions lie on or below theqsrd curve.

The purpose of the present work is to study how the in-
troduction of ACC vehicles, with different dynamics, influ-
ence traffic flow, especially in relation to congestion. It is
organized as follows. Section II describes the dynamics of
ACC vehicles in more detail and shows that spontaneous jam
formation does not occur. Section III is devoted to simula-
tions in an all-ACC scenario with an onramp and possible
transitions to the synchronized flow(SF) phase. Sections IV
and V consider mixed traffic. Section IV pertains to single-
lane simulations and jam formation, while Sec. V treats mul-
tilane simulations. Section VI summarizes the conclusions of
this study.

II. DESCRIPTION OF ACC DYNAMICS

In this section, I describe the dynamics of ACC vehicles.
Let the vehicles be numberedn=1–N from front to rear of
the platoon. The lead vehicle corresponds ton=0 and its
velocity n0std is arbitrary. The dynamics of the ideal adaptive
cruise control system can be modeled by the following equa-
tion [19–25]:

t
dnnstd

dt
+ nnstd = V„Dxnstd,Dnnstd…, s6d

where the distance between thenth vehicle and the preceding
one is

Dxnstd = xn−1std − xnstd. s7d

This quantity is the range(including vehicle length) and its
rate of change is

Dnnstd = nn−1std − nnstd. s8d

Vehicle response is modeled by first-order dynamics with a
time constantt, which is typically 0.5–1.0 s. The functionV
is specified below.

The desired headway according to the constant-time head-
way policy is given by

Dxn
desiredstd = hdnnstd + D, s9d

wherehd is the headway time, generally about 1.0 s, andD is
a constant length, slightly longer than the length of a vehicle.
Throughout this paper,D is taken to be 7 m. Thus I takeV
(which should be linear) as

V =
1

hd
fDxnstd − Dg + bDnnstd. s10d

The coefficient of the rate of change of the range isb and
remains to be specified. The maximum velocity constraint
requiresV,Vmax=35 m/s, which is imposed by constrain-
ing velocities numerically to remain at or below 35 m/s in
the simulations. Backing up is forbidden as well. One way to
determineb is to choose it to minimize the velocity error,
which is defined as the difference between the actual velocity
and the desired velocity.

«nstd = nnstd − Vd„Dxnstd…, s11d

where the desired velocity is

VdsDxd =
1

hd
sDx − Dd. s12d

If I take b=t /hd, it is straightforward to show that(assuming
the constraints are not violated)

t«̇nstd + «nstd = 0. s13d

Hence,

«nstd = «ns0de−t/t, s14d

which implies the velocity error vanishes fort@t and

nnstd = Vd„Dxnstd… s15d

or that the headway error

Dxnstd − hdnnstd − D → 0. s16d

Note this choice for b gives V(Dxstd ,Dnstd)=Vd(Dxstd
+tDnstd). The effective headway includes anticipation of the
change during the time intervalt to t+t.

In simulations to demonstrate these dynamics, which are
presented in Fig. 1, 600 cars were started att=0 with veloc-
ity 20 m/s and headway 27 m corresponding tohd=1 s. The
lead vehicle was at zero velocity for 2 s and then accelerated
to 20 m/s in 4 s, remaining at a constant velocity thereafter.
[Throughout the papert=0.5 s.] To demonstrate that a per-
turbation does not grow with increasingn, I show in Fig. 1 a

FIG. 1. Velocity of ACC vehicles vs position at various times
(200, 300, 400, 500 s) responding to a perturbation due to the lead
vehicle that was stopped for 2 s before accelerating to 20 m/s.
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snapshot of all vehicles at various times. The dip in velocity
(a response to the lead vehicle’s velocity profile) becomes
smaller with increasing car number.A perturbation does not
grow with successive vehicles (larger n).

Liang and Peng[19,20] proved a relevant conclusion
about stability of a platoon of vehicles(called string stabil-
ity). They showed that the magnitude of the transfer function
relatingDxn to Dxn−1 does not exceed unity if the following
holds:

K2 .
2 − K1hd

2

2hd
, s17d

where

K1 =
1

thd
s18d

and

K2 =
b

t
. s19d

If I take b=t /hd, the inequality is satisfied for any positivet
andhd. If b=0, then 2t,hd is required for stability.

A simulation demonstrates the stability against the forma-
tion of a traffic jam. The initial conditions are given by
Dxns0d=25 m andnns0d=15.34 m/s. The time headwayhd

=1.1734 s andb=t /hd. These parameters are convenient for
comparison to a simulation using the modified optimal ve-
locity (ModOV) model[27,28], which satisfies the postulate
of the three-phase theory[4,8], to describe vehicles without
adaptive cruise control.(See the Appendix for a description
of the ModOV model.) The lead vehicle velocityn0std
=12 m/s. The comparison is shown in Fig. 2. Clearly the
jam found for manually driven vehicles does not form in the
simulations for ACC vehicles. Throughout this paper, the
delay time for manual vehicles istd=0.75 s.

Liang and Peng[19,20] defined a performance index that
takes into account not only the magnitudes of the headway
error and velocity differencesDnnstd, but also the accelera-
tions. Depending on how they weighted each contribution,
they obtained different numerical values forK1 andK2 from
simulations. However, generally they found thatb.t /hd
provides a more favorable index.

Similarly, for a circular road[periodic boundary condi-
tions for whichn0std is replaced bynNstd], Li and Shrivastava
[23] proved asymptotic stability with an exponential conver-
gence rate. That is, if there areN vehicles on a lengthL of
highway (i.e., the circumference of the circle), Dxnstd
→L /N quickly for all n and arbitrary initial conditions.

Finally, Konishi, Kokame, and Hirata[26] have proposed
a delayed-feedback control that has been shown to be suc-
cessful in controlling chaotic systems. Applied to a linear
traffic model with a constant time headway policy[but with-
out the bDnnstd term], the control scheme was shown to
suppress traffic jams. The continuous form of the control law
is given by adding a termunstd so that the dynamics is de-
scribed by

t
dnnstd

dt
+ nnstd = Vd„Dxnstd… + unstd, s21d

where

unstd = kfDxnstd − Dxnst − tddg s22d

and td is a delay time, chosen to optimize the response. To
first order, one can write

unstd = kfḊxnstdtd + ¯g, s23d

which gives the same form for Eq.(21) as Eq.(6) with Eq.
(10) substituted.

III. ONRAMP SIMULATIONS

Jams are only one phase of traffic congestion. The linear
ACC model has been shown to be stable against formation of
jams, but it has not been established if it is resistant to other
forms of congestion, such as the synchronized flow(SF)
phase. Let us consider an onramp where transitions to SF are
often observed.(Only multilane simulations in scenarios
with all ACC vehicles are considered in this section.)

Two lanes come together in a merge region
−dmerge,x,0 where vehicles in lane 2 can merge into lane
1, which continues on beyondx.0. The rules for merging
are the same as given by Davis[28] with safe headways for
ACC vehicles determined from Eq.(12) (without any time
delays). Random choosing of vehicles to attempt merging is
used in the simulations. For simplicity no limits on accelera-
tion or deceleration are imposed because unrealistic values
generally occur only during merging. Since oncoming ve-
hicles in lane 1 do not attempt to accommodate vehicles
changing lanes to make merging smoother, these are com-
pensating effects.

The initial conditions are as follows: vehicles in lane 1
occupy sites spaced at equal intervals ofh=42 msx=−jh , j
=1,2, . . .d with probability p1=0.8; those in lane 2 occupy

FIG. 2. A comparison of the velocity of ACC vehicles(upper
trace) and manually driven vehicles(lower trace) at 500 s as a
function of position. In response to the lower velocitys12 m/sd of
the lead vehicle, manual vehicles initially at the critical density
(0.04 vehicles/m for velocity 15.34 m/s) form a jam of nearly
2 km length, whereas the ACC vehicles make a smooth transition.
The manual vehicles are described by the modified optimal velocity
model (ModOV).
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similar sites with probabilityp2=0.2. The headway time con-
stant is taken to behd=1 s, so the initial velocity of all ve-
hicles is 35 m/s. The length of the merge region isdmerge
=500 m. Vehicle velocities at the entry to the merge region
sx=−500 md are plotted as they pass. Likewise, vehicle ve-
locities just beyond the exit from the merge regionsx
=25 md are plotted. Whereas the entering vehicles mostly
travel with the initial velocity of 35 m/s, the exiting vehicles
leave at a range of velocities around 25 m/s. This is due to
merging at small velocities near the end of the merge region.
See Fig. 3. Downstream the vehicles accelerate to the lead
vehicle velocity of 35 m/s.

The rates of vehicles passing “entry” and “exit” are plot-
ted as a function of time in Fig. 4. Twenty-car averages are
shown. The rate in lane 1 fluctuates around the initial rate of
2/3 vehicles/s and in lane 2 around 1/6 vehicles/s. The exit
rate is near or above the full capacity of a single lane,
5/6 vehicles/s. Since the exit rate is approximately the sum
of the entry rates, no significant accumulation of vehicles
occurs in the merge region. No evidence of synchronized
flow was found in this simulation. Only a small region of
reduced velocity occurred at the downstream end of the
merge region. It did not appear to grow in size. A calculation
for manually driven cars under similar conditions produces
the SF phase.

Increasing the incoming rate in lane 2 by makingp2
=0.3 produces a dramatic change in the velocity of vehicles
in lane 2. Between 100 and 200 s the velocity at the entry
drops from 35 m/s to 10–15 m/s. The flow in lane 1 drops,
but the exit flow remains at capacity. Flow in either lane 1 or
lane 2(or both) at entry must drop because the total incom-
ing flow exceeds the maximum for the single-lane exit. The
alternative would be for a jam(where the velocity drops to
near zero) to form in either or both incoming lanes. See Figs.
5 and 6.

If the rate of incoming vehicles is increased substantially
beyond the capacity of a single lane, a transition to the SF
phase is observed in both lanes, as shown in the following
simulation (Fig. 7). The initial conditions(which mimic
those of Davis[28] for manually driven vehicles) are p1=1
with n=29.77 m/s andh=48.8 m(22% larger than the con-
stant headway time value of 40 m) and p2=0.9 with n
=29.77 m/s andh=44 m (10% larger than the constant
headway time value). For comparison purposes, a speed limit
of nmax=29.77 m/s was imposed andhd=1.1085 s in this
simulation. The length of the merge region is 500 m. The
observation point for “entry” is atx=−500 m. A clear tran-
sition to a SF phase can be seen between 100 and 200 s. The
transition in lane 2 reaches a lower velocity, 2.4 m/s com-
pared to 7.7 m/s in lane 1.

To establish that the flow transformed into the SF phase,
consider the flow rate versus density plot(q versusr) shown
in Fig. 8. The rate for lane 1 begins on the free flow line

FIG. 3. Velocities of ACC vehicles as a function of time at the
beginning of the merge region(“entry”) in both lanes and just be-
yond the downstream end of the merge region(“exit” ). The length
of the merge region is 500 m. The total incoming flow is at capacity
for the initial headway and velocity(42 m and 35 m/s, the maxi-
mum allowed velocity) with 80% in lane 1 and the remaining 20%
in lane 2, the onramp. Parameter values:t=t1=0.5 s andhd

=1.0 s.

FIG. 4. Flow rate at the entry and exit of the merge region. The
lowest trace is the flow on the onramp. Parameters and initial con-
ditions are the same as in Fig. 3.

FIG. 5. Velocities of ACC vehicles as a function of time for
larger incoming flow(30% of capacity) on the onramp with lane 1
flow at 80% capacity.

FIG. 6. Flow rates for individual lanes as a function of time for
incoming flow that is 30% of capacity on the onramp and at 80%
capacity in lane 1. Parameters are the same as in Fig. 5.
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sq=rnmaxd and transforms to the downward sloping portion
of the ideal rate line:q=s1−rDd /hd. The exit rate is above
the ideal rate line indicating a metastable condition. Further
downstream, equilibrium was approached.

It should be noted that the rate in the SF phase in each
lane goes to the maximum rate for the given final densities
(points on the downward sloping line). Thus flow should not
be regarded as congested. This is in contrast to flow in the
corresponding manual-driver simulations, where the rate
falls significantly below the line.

Other simulations(not displayed) showed that if the com-
bined incoming flux of vehicles did not exceed the capacity
of the single outgoing lane, then no significant congestion
occurred. Free flow was found for any combination of in-
coming rates(q1 in lane 1 andq2 in lane 2) tried so long as
the following condition held:

q1 + q2 , qmax, s24d

where the maximum single-lane flow rate is

qmax=
nmax

nmaxhd + D
. s25d

For an all ACC system, when limits on acceleration or de-
celeration are imposed an effective scheme to merge vehicles
smoothly is required for Eqs.(24) and (25) to hold.

IV. SINGLE-LANE SIMULATIONS OF MIXED FLOW

The effect of mixing ACC vehicles with manually driven
vehicles is explored in this section. Only the results from
single-lane simulations are discussed here; multilane simula-
tion is the subject of Sec. V. Mixed flow is of interest be-
cause the introduction of driver-assistance systems into the
fleet of vehicles on highways will be gradual over time(on
the scale of years or perhaps decades).

Treiber and Helbing[21] have reported that fitting 20% of
vehicles with driver-assistance systems makes congestion
vanish in simulations of a section of the autobahn A8-East.
In Fig. 9, results for mixing ACC vehicles randomly with
manually driven vehicles are presented. The initial condi-
tions wereh=40 m withn=29.77 m/s on a single-lane high-
way. The lead vehicle traveled at a constant speed of 25 m/s.
The headway time washd=1.1085 s, which gives the same
initial headways for ACC and manual vehicles. For no ACC
vehicles, a jam is formed that extends for approximately
½ km with the upstream edge atx=−2.5 km att=500 s. Cal-
culations were done with the ModOV[27,28] model for the
manual vehicles. With 10% ACC vehicles, the jam was half
as long and moved upstream more slowly. In this instance,
equipping vehicles with ACC appears to have no significant
benefit on suppressing jams until the percentage is larger
than 10%. No jam was formed at 20% ACC, however, in
agreement with the findings of Treiber and Helbing.

To explore the region between 10% ACC, where a jam
was formed, and 20% where the jam was suppressed, the
following simulations were performed. The parameters were
the same as for Fig. 9. In Fig. 10, the results for two se-
quences with,13% ACC are shown. This is a striking case
of how the details of the random sequence influence whether
or not a jam is formed.Merely changing one manual vehicle
to an ACC vehicle (the 188th vehicle) prevents the formation
of a jam.

The sensitivity of the results to the sequence of ACC and
manual vehicles is further illustrated by considering periodic
arrays ofk manual vehicles followed by one ACC vehicle.

FIG. 7. Velocities of ACC vehicles as a function of time for
large incoming flow rates, approximately 80% of capacity in each
lane at the initial velocity of 29.77 m/s. Herehd=1.1085 s and a
speed limit of 29.77 m/s was imposed.

FIG. 8. Flow rateq in each lane vs densityr and ideal rate for
nmax=29.77 m/s andhd=1.1085 s. The incoming flow rates in each
lane are approximately 80% of the capacity of a single lane.

FIG. 9. Velocity vs position of vehicles att=500 s. With no
ACC vehicles and with 10% ACC randomly mixed in with manual
vehicles, a jam is formed due to encountering a slower moving lead
vehicle (traveling at 25 m/s). In this example, if 20% of the ve-
hicles were ACC, no jam was formed. Initially all vehicles in the
platoon were traveling at 29.77 m/s with a headway of 40 m. The
parameters weret=t1=0.5 s,hd=1.1085 s, andtd=0.75 s(manual-
driven vehicles only).
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For the parameters and initial conditions of Figs. 9 and 10,
simulations demonstrated thatk can be as large as 15 without
a jam forming. These results differ from those of Kurata and
Nagatani[29] who analyzed binary mixtures of manual and
automated vehicles in periodic and random sequences. They
found that moving in groups of one manual andn automated
vehiclessn=1–4d stabilized and enhanced flow. For random
sequences of manual and automated vehicles, they found that
jamming transitions depended weakly on the random con-
figuration in contrast to the present results. Their vehicular
models were substantially different from those used here and
the simulations were performed on a circular track rather
than an endless road.

The critical region of the ModOV model, like that of the
original OV model[1], is near the headwayDx0 (the inflec-
tion point in the OV function), which is 25 m for the param-
etrization used in this paper. Jam formation is the most likely
near this headway for manual vehicles. In Fig. 11, results are
presented for initial conditionsh=25 m with n=15.34 m/s
and 0, 10, and 50% ACC vehicles encountering a lead ve-
hicle traveling at 13 m/s. The headway time for the ACC
vehicles washd=1.1735 s. The plot of velocity versus posi-
tion at t=500 s reveals that jam formation is suppressed by
ACC vehicles at high enough concentration.

Simulations displayed in Fig. 12 show that as the ACC
concentration is increased fromp=0.1 to 1/3, the velocity in
the pseudojam region increased gradually(from 4 m/s at
10% to 9 m/s atp=1/3), rather than abruptly going from the
formation of a jam to the absence of a jam as in Figs. 9 and
10. That is, it does not appear that a critical concentration
exists. The pseudojam region also widened with increasing
ACC concentration. For p=1/3 the average density
s,0.05 m−1d and average velocitys,9 m/sd or flow rate
s0.45 s−1d are more like the values for the single-lane version
of synchronized flow than for a jam[28].

V. MULTILANE SIMULATIONS OF MIXED TRAFFIC

In this section, the effect of randomly mixing ACC with
manually driven vehicles on lane 1 in onramp simulations is
examined. The vehicles on lane 2 were all manually driven
and obeyed the merging rules of Ref.[28]. Two cases are
considered:(a) all manual and(b) 50% ACC. In the simula-
tions, flow in lane 1 was initially 80% of capacity and flow in
lane 2 was 20%. Vehicles in lane 2 were offset initially to
more negativex by 500 m. The headway time was 1.1085 s,

FIG. 13. Velocity vs time for vehicles in lane 1 passing the
upstream end of the merge region. The squares correspond to all
manual vehicles and the solid line is for 50% of the vehicles in lane
1 randomly taken to be ACC. Vehicles in lane 2(the onramp) were
all manual. The headway time washd=1.1085 s. The delay for
manually driven vehicles wastd=0.75 s. The initial conditions were
h=40 m with n=29.77 m/s,p1=0.8 andp2=0.2.

FIG. 10. Velocity vs position att=500 s for two sequences of
manual and ACC vehicles(approximately 13% concentration) for
the initial conditions and parameters of Fig. 9. The change of a
single manual vehicle(the 188th) to ACC suppressed the formation
of a jam (square symbols).

FIG. 11. Velocity vs position att=500 s for initial conditions
h=25 m with n=15.34 m/s and 0, 10, and 50% ACC vehicles en-
countering a lead vehicle traveling at 13 m/s. The headway time for
the ACC vehicles washd=1.1735 s.

FIG. 12. Velocity vs position att=300 s for ACC vehicle con-
centration in lane 1 ofp=0.1, 0.2, and 1/3. Parameters were the
same as in Fig. 11.
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which made the initial headways identical for ACC and
manual vehicles. The lead vehicle traveled at 33 m/s. Figure
13 shows the velocity of vehicles in lane 1 passing the up-
stream end of the merge region atx=−500 m. The average
velocity for 100, t,500 s was determined to be:(a)
19.1 m/s for all manual and(b) 16.5 m/s for the 50% ACC
case. However, the average distance traveled by the first 400
vehicles in the first 400 s was larger for(b) by approximately
1 km.

As shown in Fig. 14, the introduction of 50% ACC ve-
hicles in lane 1 suppressed the formation of a jam upstream
of the merge region. For all manually driven vehicles the jam
extended for more than 0.5 km at 500 s. So, in case(b) the
average velocity of vehicles in lane 1 at entry was less than
in (a), but no jam was formed. The average rate of flow in
lane 1 was somewhat higher in case(b) (approximately 0.55
compared to 0.45 vehicles/s). At x=25 m, the outgoing rate
was (a) 0.604 and(b) 0.666/s.

If hd=0.8 s and the initial headway to the preceding ve-
hicle adjusted accordingly for ACC vehicles(they follow
more closely), the average velocity increased slightly from
16.5 to 17.1 m/s. Flow at the exit improved to
0.712 vehicles/s, mostly because the initial density in lane 1
was larger.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Two questions were addressed in this paper. The first con-
cerned traffic phases that exist in a scenario with all ACC
vehicles. Simulations done with a dynamical model where
the desired velocity is proportional to the effective headway
Dx+tDn showed that jams do not form. Multilane simula-
tions where one lane is an onramp showed that free flow is
maintained in both lanes if the total incoming flow does not
exceed the capacity of the single outgoing lane. When in-
coming flow is larger, a phase similar to the synchronized
flow phase of the three-phase model is observed. However, it
should not be considered congested because the flow is on
the fundamental diagram of rate versus density. That is, the
flow is the maximum value(at equilibrium) for the observed
density.

The second question dealt with traffic in which ACC ve-
hicles are randomly mixed in with manually driven vehicles.
Single-lane simulations showed that a concentration of 10%

ACC vehicles is insufficient to prevent jams at high veloci-
ties s,30 m/sd. However, jams are suppressed by 20%
ACC. The formation of jams was found to be sensitive to the
sequence of vehicle types(ACC or manual) in random and
periodic sequences. At moderate velocitiess,15 m/sd, the
effect of increasing ACC concentration is different. In this
case increased concentration does not prevent jamming, but
instead increases the average velocity in the pseudojam re-
gion. Multilane simulations with a random 50% concentra-
tion of ACC vehicles in lane 1 and all manual vehicles on the
onramp demonstrated only modest improvement over having
all manually driven vehicles. The average velocity in lane 1
at entry to the merge region was slightly less for the 50%
case, although the average distance traveled for a given time
was bigger. The throughput was somewhat larger for the
mixed flow, especially for short ACC headway times.

No unusual nonequilibrium or chaotic flows were found
(although the simulations presented here were not exhaustive
of all possible situations). One potential problem with merg-
ing was identified, however. Since ACC vehicles closely
maintain the equilibrium or desired headways for the ve-
hicles’ velocities, the ability of manually driven vehicles to
merge might be hindered by the lack of suitable safe gaps.
Also, vehicles operating in an ACC mode do not “give way”
like some human drivers do when a vehicle enters from an
onramp.
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APPENDIX

The dynamical equations for thenth vehicle in the Mo-
dOV model are

t
dnnstd

dt
+ nnstd = Vdesired, sA1d

where

Vdesired= VOV, VOV , nnstd, sA2ad

=minhVOV,nn−1st − tddj, VOV . nnstd, sA2bd

and

VOV = V„Dxnst − tdd + tdDnnst − tdd…, sA3d

where

VsDxnd = V0htanhfC1sDxn − Dx0dg + C2j, Dxn = xn−1 − xn.

sA4d

At large headway,

FIG. 14. Velocity vs position att=500 s for the initial condi-
tions and parameters of Fig. 13.
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Vdesired= a nn−1st − tdd + s1 − adVOV, sA5d

where

a = exps1 − D/Ld, D . L sA6d

and

D = Dxnst − tdd + tdDnnst − tdd, sA7d

providedVOV.nnstd. I takeL=100 m. Other parameters are
C1=0.86/m,C2=0.913,Dx0=25 m, andV0=16.8 m/s. See
Ref. [2].
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